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Background
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Methods

1. Convergent parallel mixed methods study 
2. Post-practice survey and interviews
3. Explore clinicians and educators’ perceptions toward how students 

may use SpinalLog 2 to learn about force generation and its role in 
managing people with back pain. 

4. Strengths and limitations of the tool for teaching and learning

Methods



Results
Socio-demographics

PE1 PE2 PS1 PS2

Sex Female Male Male Male

Highest qualification Mphil(Med Ed.) PhD PhD PhD

Years practicing PT 37 16 42 Approx 37

Years teaching 34 14 37 Approx 32

Use spinal MT in practice Yes Yes Yes Yes

Teach spinal MT Yes Yes Yes Yes

Time spent on SpinalLog 2 3 x 5min 45min 2 x 30min 3 x 20min



1. Feel/sensation

2. Seeing – visual elements

3. Clinical Reasoning

4. Teaching Approach

5. Technical

Clinician and Educator feedback 



1. Feel/sensation

“…when I was trying to teach first years how to do lumbar PA's, I got them 
all to do a PA on my thumb… that was so clumsy. So then, just to see 
something like the spinal log was amazing. So it just gives so much more 
information to both the student, but also to the educator about what's 
going on.”

Clinician and Educator feedback -
Selected comments



2. Seeing – visual elements

“I liked the way that I think the representation was a small oscillation, so 
let's say Grade 4, and then the next representation was of a large 
oscillation, let's say that's a Grade 3.”

Clinician and Educator feedback -
Selected comments



3. Clinical Reasoning

“…the same thing happens, maybe in human beings that once you go 
into the in-range resistance when coming back you still have to feel 
where initial resistance is…”

Clinician and Educator feedback -
Selected comments



4. Teaching approach

“you could look at how often they're practicing, you know you can have 
a record of how often, whether or not they've done five minutes”

“…people can gain knowledge, but they don't necessarily gain skill… you 
could be an experienced clinician, but not have a skill set because it 
hasn't been tested and practised and refined, and [SpinalLog 2] will be a 
great way”

Clinician and Educator feedback -
Selected comments



5. Technical

“…sensor is only receiving a small amount of information, so it doesn't 
receive the full centimeter depression, or the amount of force that 
would be generated because some of the forces being hydraulically 
dampened by the material”

“…soft tissue substance [silicone] was probably thicker than I was 
expecting.”

Clinician and Educator feedback -
Selected comments



1. Decrease the thickness of the silicone. 

2. Improved calibration with the SpinalLog 2 app. 

Proposed changes after clinician 
and educator feedback



1. Improve interaction & engagement between educators and 
students, and student cohort experiences. 

2. Improve quality & efficiency of curriculum. 

3. Enhance students’ ability to monitor their skill development. 

4. Allow independent practice and increase flexibility of learning 
opportunity.

Anticipated benefits



• Technology for tools to facilitate learning of complex psychomotor 
skills

• Integrating strategies to provide immediate force-sensor responsive 
visual feedback => opportunity to develop consistent application of 
spinal force and modulation over time

• Physiotherapy collaborations with engineers

Take Home Messages



Thank You 

Questions?
jessica.stander@unimelb.edu.au @JessicaStander
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